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Dear customer,
did you know that F.lli Paris. Srl a socio unico
does not only mean production of high-quality
rotating shaft oil seals?
We are famous for this activity thanks to our
presence on the market for over 40 years,
though our group is made up of 4 production
divisions with the addition of 2 local warehouses
located in Italy and a worldwide distribution
supported
by
SEALCORE
Network
(www.sealcore.net), of which F.lli Paris is one of
the founding members.
We are proud to
produce everything in house and certify our
quality as “Made in Italy”.

•FP• - F.lli Paris. Srl a socio unico is specialized for
more than 40 years in the production of rotary
shaft oil seals, but also rubber-to-metal and
textile-rubber seals or even 100% elastomer-made
items molded with a compression process . We
are able to manage both large and small
batches and specialized in customizing the job
starting from scratch and controlling the entire
production chain: from the design of the
technical drawing to the realization of the mold,
up to the ﬁnished article. Everything totally
controlled in house.
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ATS Special Oil Seals S.r.l. has been studying and
manufacturing for more than three decades
special oil seals, mainly with large diameter and
for Heavy-Duty applications, starting from the
study and construction of the mold up to the
realization of the ﬁnished products. We
guarantee endless rings up to a diameter of 2.2
meters and can produce even larger diameters
with our innovative vulcanized-jointing technique,
in response to speciﬁc requests. The range of
items we offer is wide: all types of V-Rings and
rubber-to-metal seals, but also textile-rubber
rings in various models and metal reinforced oil
seals.

ATS SPECIAL OIL SEALS S.R.L.
www.atsoilseals.com

SLIB ITALY is a production division of •FP•
dedicated to the production of self-lubricating
metal bushings and washers for use in the
energy, valve and engine industry, with a wide
range of sizes and a portfolio of various metals
very nourished and constantly in stock, which
allow us extremely rapid production and quick
delivery thanks to the FasTrack service. We are
also the only company in Europe that can
simulate the use of bushings for the valve sector,
thanks to a test bench engineered and built
speciﬁcally to provide additional quality
assurance to our products.

SLIB ITALY

www.slibitaly.com

SEAFLUID is the latest division born in the •FP•
group and is dedicated to the production of
hydraulic seals guaranteeing a complete range
of products and materials, engineered solutions
and services for hydraulic equipment in the
heavy industry. All the most important sealing
components for cylinders, pistons and presses
from standard to special and customized ones
can be found in the new range of our machined
seals, which help to improve the reliability,
availability and efﬁciency of the hydraulic
systems, ﬂuid management and power
transmission equipment.

SEALFLUID

www.sealfluid.it

FP MILANO and FP MODENA are an integral part of
the •FP• group and distribute the range of items
produced by all the Sealcore Network companies,
dealing as retail distribution for stock products.
These two realities are well structured with
commercial and technical ﬁgures able to give a lot
of added value to the customer's requests thanks
to
professional
service,
consultancy
and
co-design for customized solutions. The ﬂexibility
and reliability of our distribution system, added to
the large stock availability, allow us to comfortably
manage the supply of both the single piece as
much as large quantities, with ISO 9001: 2015
certiﬁed quality guarantee.

FP MILANO

www.fp-milano.com

FP MODENA

www.fpmodena.it

The •FP• group is much more than just a company.
We can be your sole or primary contact for the study
and supply of multiple seals and articles to drawing.
Thanks to the interaction with the other companies in
the Sealcore Network we can also provide you with a
complete range of products that may serve your
business. Contact us for further information. We will
be happy to serve you at our best.
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